Model Three® BT shown in Cherry/Metallic Taupe

Model Three BT AM/FM Clock Radio
®

The Model Three has remained primarily the same since its
introduction roughly 9 years ago. With its unmatched sound
quality, sensitive analog AM/FM tuner, easy-to-use Alarm and
Sleep functions, and beautiful natural wood cabinet, there was
no reason to fool with perfection.
But with the increased reliance on smart phones and tablets,
we decided one change would make the Model Three even
more indispensable: Bluetooth wireless technology. Now you
can stream your music wirelessly from your Bluetooth-enabled
phone, tablet, or computer to the Model Three BT. Simply
switch the Model Three BT to the Auxiliary position, pair and
connect your device, and start streaming away. It’s also
comforting to know the traditional Auxiliary input is still available
for those devices without Bluetooth wireless technology.
Any clock radio can wake you up, but only Tivoli Audio’s new
Model Three BT does so simply, elegantly, and in high fidelity
sound. And now with Bluetooth wireless technology on board,
you can stream before you dream.

• Stream music wirelessly through the Model Three BT
• Bluetooth®
• Sensitive AM/FM tuner with 5:1 ratio tuning dial
• USB port for charging
• Auxiliary input
• Simple to use
• Wake to AM/FM radio or tone
• 20 minute Sleep timer
• Exceptional high fidelity sound
• 3" full range, long-throw driver
• H
 and-crafted, real wood veneer cabinet available in 		
multiple finishes
Dimensions: 4.5"H x 8.375"W x 5.25"D
(11.43cm H x 21.27cm W x 13.34cm D)
Weight: 3.66 lbs (1.66 kg)
Finishes: Walnut/Beige, White/Silver, Black Ash/Silver, and
Cherry/Metallic Taupe
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